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WELCOME TO THE TGA!
"2022 Kickstarter Launch Edition"
The Official Rulebook of the Table Golf Association
Designed by John Garcia and Illustrated by Rob Terrell
Additional Design & Development by Gavin Garcia
Box Cover art by Tris Rossin

Are you ready to launch your table golf career, and become
an official member of The Table Golf Association?
If so, the first order of business is to visit
www.TableGolfAssociation.com. Register as a member
and help us grow the TGA around the world!

THE ULTIMATE GOLF
DEXTERITY GAME

Membership Includes:
Players 1-8 (or teams)
Official membership card and online profile page
TGA T-shirt!
Duration: 30-120 Mins
Access to official upcoming TGA tournaments
Ages 10+
Chance to win prizes and become TGA 'Ranked'
Discounts on officially licensed TGA gear
Discounts on upcoming expansion sets
Access to private online community page
Earn points for exclusive items through the ambassador program
Of course, you can play the game without becoming a member, but we're sure you'll get a lot more
out of it if you do.
Note: This game is best played on a mat with a non-skid surface, or a tablecloth to keep tiles from moving.
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Components

Hazard Reference Card

4 Colored Balls* &
4 Golf Clubs
*Warning: Choking Hazard. Small
Parts. Not for Children Under 3 years

Rulebook
Ball Markers

Scorecard Pad

12 Golf Pro Player Cards

Weather Die

Spinner

TGA Championship Trophy
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Game & Player Turn Order
Before Round Starts:
1) Decide on which game mode:
Standard TGA (one player at a time)
Traditional Golf (using ball markers)
Optional; Randomly deal 1 Pro Player Card to each
player - make note of the ability
2) Determine the number of holes to play
3) Determine turn order and write names on the
scorecard
4) Determine if playing with basic or pro rules
Start of Each New Hole
1) Design golf hole (Starting with Player 1)
2) Determine Par and write it on the scorecard

Playing The Hole
1) Roll weather die (before each shot) then spin dial if you roll a wind result
2) Take the shot
3) When the ball comes to rest, make adjustments (in order) for:
a. Draw or Fade (If rule applies)
b. Wind Adjustment
c. Pro-Player ability
4) After adjustments, If the ball ends up in a hazard, apply the penalty to the next
shot
5) Depending on the mode you are playing, repeat steps 1-4 until you make the hole,
6) Players record their score on the scorecard
8) Next player on the scorecard designs the next hole/
9) The player with the lowest score on the last hole, takes the first shot on next hole,
if tied the player that Tee'd off on last hole, tees off first again

Two Ways To Play!
Standard TGA or Traditional Golf
In this amazing game, you can play alone, with your
favorite group of four, or create a full-blown league. No
matter how you choose to play, there’s nothing quite like
raising the official TGA trophy when you win!

Length of Round
Before you start, determine how many holes you
are going to play (also known as a 'round').
Typically, a golf course plays 18 holes. In this
game with 4 players, 18 holes will take
approximately two hours. If that seems too long,
you can always play 9, 6, or 3. There is no
minimum number of hole requirements; you
simply agree with the other players on how

Standard TGA - In this mode, a player completes the hole,

many holes you will play before you start.

records their score, and then the next players repeat this
process in turn order. This format is recommended for
beginners or those less familiar with golf.

Scorecard
Once you decide on the number of holes, place
names on the scorecard, and then fill in the

Traditional Golf - In this mode, players use the ball
markers (sticky notes) to mark the position of their balls.

corresponding numbers for each hole at the top,
starting with the first hole.

After each shot, the player takes the ball marker of their
color and sticks it onto the tile, right next to the forwardfacing edge of the ball with the arrow pointing towards the
ball. Once the location of the ball is marked the player
picks up their ball.

Each player now selects the color of the golf ball
they are going to use (the player can write this
color next to their name on the scorecard). You
can choose to play using standard golf scoring
rules or another format.

Now, the next player hits their shot and does the same.
After all players hit their first shots safely onto the board,
and place their markers, the player furthest away from the
hole, hits their next shot first, and then play continues in
order of furthest to closest to the hole.

Designing a Hole
To design a hole, begin with a Tee box tile. It
has three different starting locations, marked by
different colored ‘Tee Boxes'. (it is two-sided as
well). After placing the Tee Box, add the terrain

The entire process is repeated for each shot until all players

tiles from tee to green (the hole).

sink their ball in the hole (for more information see
'Traditional Golf' on next page).

There is no need to match terrain tiles perfectly.
One tile can end in water, and the next can start
with trees, and so on; mix and match however
you like!
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Traditional Golf

Using a 'Ball-Marker'
If you prefer to play a more traditional round of golf, you can use ball markers. By replacing the ball with
the marker, the next player can hit their shot without hitting any other player’s ball that is already in
play.
Ball Marker rules – After a player takes their tee shot and is safely in play, they place the marker where
the ball ends up and picks up their ball. Each player now does the same, until all four players have a tee
shot that is in play (each player keeps track of their shots/score).
Subsequent Shots- Once all players have their tee shot safely in play, the player that is furthest away
from the hole, hits their next shot first. They replace their ball at the spot where their marker is, pick up
the ball marker (sticky-note) and hit their next shot. If the player does not make the shot in the hole, they
repeat the ‘ball-marker’ action. Now, each player in order of furthest from the hole does the same thing. If
player hits shot onto the green (tile where the hole is), they can choose to take their next shot to try and
finish the hole.
This format best replicates the real game of golf. This format also does not give any player an advantage
of knowing what ‘score to beat’, in advance since players are taking shots in succession. No matter which
way you decide to play, one player at a time, or using ball-markers, we believe you’ll enjoy the game just
as much.

Placing the Ball Marker

Determining Shot Order

Arrow placed at the front edge of ball

Furthest player hits first

After a shot that is safely in play, place the ball

After all players have hit, the player furthest from

marker (sticky note), at the forward edge of the

the hole, hits their next shot first. In the example

ball. Make sure the arrow is pointing at the ball,

above, the blue player is furthest away, and would

so other balls will glide easily over the top of it.

hit their next shot first.
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Designing a Hole
Set-up- Each hole in the TGA is designed by the players.
Player 1 on the Scorecard designs the first hole. Once the

Note: The ball must be completely in the hole, if it
is half way in, it is considered a 'lip-out' and must be
tapped in. Also, a ball that ends up on the 'lip' does
not get an additional wind adjustment.

round is finished, the 2nd player designs the next hole, and
so on.

Starting Holes: Included in the rules are 3 predesigned holes (see on pages 11 and 12). These holes

After each player has created a hole, simply repeat the cycle.

will give you an idea of how courses can be

If you’re playing with the Golf Pros player cards, shuffle and

designed. Simply find the tiles according to the

randomly give one to each player.

diagram to build the pre-designed holes.

The Tee Box: Each hole starts with a Tee box (pictured above)

The tiles are numbered in the rule book (Page 3)

The first marker on the tee box is red, closest to the front

and on the back of the reference chart, but the

edge of the tile. The second is white, located in the middle,

tiles themselves do not have numbers.

and the third is blue, located furthest back on the tile. The
player who creates the hole chooses which tee-marker all

Max Fly Rule: Each 5” tile piece represents about

players will place the ball on to take their first shot.

50 yards on a golf course. The Tee box and

Typically, the further back you start in the tee box, the

fairway terrain have a Max Fly of 7, meaning that

harder it is.

a shot taken from these terrains can travel up to 7
tiles away from where it was hit (not counting the

The Putting Green (the tile with the golf hole): The game

tile you shot from). It is possible to exceed the Max

contains 4 different Greens (two tiles, front, and back), the

Fly of a terrain when applying wind, pro rules,

player decides which one they will use when they design a

and Golf Pro cards.

hole.
Determining Par: Once all of the tiles have been
Completing the Hole (adding the rest of the tiles): The player

laid out, the player who designed the hole

can choose up to all the tiles to create a hole comprised of a

determines the ‘Par’ - indicating how many shots

Tee Box, at least 5 other tiles (any tile that's not a Tee Box or

the hole should be completed in, and writes the

a Green), and the Putting Green.

number (from 3 to 5) down on the scorecard where
it says "Par".

Length of Hole: There is no maximum length, but there are
rules for the maximum length a golf ball can travel in one
shot (see Max Fly Rule)

The Mulligan Rule - Agree before you start if players are allowed
one extra tee shot per hole, known as the 'Mulligan'
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Determining Par for Each Hole

4

Par should be fair, and give players a chance to 'Birdie'

3

For example, in this illustration on the right, the player calculates
that it will take 4 very good shots to get to the hole. The player
should have a reasonable chance to birdie (score one shot under
par), so this design should be a Par 5. A hole can only be a Par 3
if it can be reached in 1 shot from the tee box.
Scoring
In golf, ‘Par’ is the number of shots (strokes) in which the hole is
supposed to be scored. For example, a hole with a Par 5, means

2

you should make the ball in the hole in 5 shots. If you do
complete the hole in 5 shots, you score ‘Par’ which means you
remain ‘even’, in other words, your score does not go up or down.
Keeping track of your score
When you sink your ball and complete the hole, write down the
number of shots you took to make the ball in the hole, then write
down your rolling total or score.

1

For example, on hole 1, let’s say you took 5 shots on a par 5. You
write 5 on the scorecard under hole 1 and next to it write E for
'Even' (your score did not go up or down since you made Par).
On the next hole, you took 5 shots for a par 4. Write 5 and then
write +1 for your score since you took 1 more shot than the par of
4 to complete the hole. Your score is +1 because you add the total
of your last hole to your previous total. 0 (or even) +1 = 1.
If on the next hole you took 2 shots on a Par 4, that means you
completed the hole in 2 shots less than Par (called an Eagle).
Write 2 (the number of shots you took), and next to it your new
score, which is -1. Your score is -1 because you add -2 to the last
total of +1, and the new total is -1. (-2 +1 = -1). You continue to
keep the score this way until the game ends. The player with the

Player 1 5

1

e

5

2
+1

2

3
-1

lowest total score is the winner.
If you need more explanation on golf scoring please feel free to
search it online or ask us at TableGolfAssociation@gmail.com

5

4

4

Flick Rule: Ball must be flicked, it cannot be pushed or thrown. You cannot rest your
finger on the ball or touch it at all before flicking it, or it counts as a one-shot penalty.
'Re-hit' Rule: If a tile is dislodged or out of place, and impedes with the shot, or
strongly redirects its path, player can adjust tile and re-hit from previous spot.
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1 'Ball
Space'

It's Time to Tee Off!

2 'Ball
Spaces'

NOTE: a 'ball space' is the length of one golf ball.

Spinner Alignment: To determine the exact movement
of the ball, the player must first place the spinner on
the table with the 'Player' arrow facing him or her

Playing The Game

and the 'Target' arrow facing the direction they hit
the ball (see below).

It's Time to Take Out the Driver!

In this example, the ball would have landed in the cliff,

After the hole is set up and par is determined, the players

but based on the adjustment of the wind, it is now

are now ready to start playing. Player 1 goes first and gets

moved one ball space directly left relative to the shot's

ready to hit their tee shot.

path and so it ends up safely on the green…"What a
great shot!"
en

t:

Which Way Is The Wind Blowing?
rA
lig

nm

Before taking the first shot from the tee box (and
any shot thereafter), the active player must first
in
Sp

wind, and the ball will have no wind adjustment when it

ne

roll the weather die. A result of a ‘Sun’ means there is no
comes to rest.
Any other result, means that wind is present, and the
player will now spin the wind spinner. Once it stops, the
direction the arrow is pointing is the direction you will
move the ball as instructed below.
If the result is 'Light Wind' (designated by one set
of wind lines), the wind is blowing strong enough to
affect the flight of the ball and the player will have to
move the ball, one ball space (see example on the right)
from where it lands in the direction of the wind arrow is
pointing wind dial.
A die result of 'Strong Wind' (designated by the
two sets of wind lines) means it is very windy, and
the ball will have to be moved two ball spaces from where
it lands (only 1 side of the dice has this result).

*This hole cannot be created
with only the base game*

Note:
1) If your shot goes out of bounds (off the board or on a cliff tile), or does not advance past the current tile, you
do not roll the weather die again, instead, you keep the same result of the previous roll for your next shot.
2) If your shot goes in the hole, or stays half way in (on the lip), there is no wind adjustment made.
However, the wind can move the shot into the hole when adjusted after it comes to rest.
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Which Way Is The
Wind Blowing?

Sunny

Light Wind

Strong Wind

How Strong is the Wind?
Light Wind = 1 ball Space
Strong Wind = 2 ball Spaces
1. Light Wind: When a player rolls this result, he must
now flick the ‘wind direction spinner' to determine what
direction the wind is blowing. The spinner must always be
placed with the 'Player' arrow pointing at the player, and
'Target' facing the direction where the player is aiming.
After hitting this shot, the player will move the ball, one
ball space in the direction the spin dial is pointing, once
it comes to rest (see ball-movement below).
In the example below, the ball would have landed in the
water, but based on the adjustment of the wind, it is

2. Strong Wind: Players do the same as with

moved one 'ball space' diagonally to the right and so it

light wind, but now move the ball 2 ball spaces

ends up safely on the fairway.

in the direction that the arrow is pointing on
the spinner. If the final position results in a
hazard, play the next shot accordingly. Each
time you roll the weather die, you re-spin the
dial.
Exceptions: The weather does not effect the ball
(and therefore is not moved), if the player's shot
advances only 1 tile space.
It is also not rolled again if the previous shot
went out of bounds or landed on a cliff (player
hits again with same wind result from the
previous shot).

Special Rules: Draw and Fade are explained in the 'Pro Rules' Section
April 2021 for Meeple Mania Games - All Rights Reserved (C)
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Playing the Hazards!

Sand

Trees

Rough

Water

Fairway

Ridge

Cliff

Hazards and Penalties

Sand: If the ball lands in the sand the player

Each Hazard has it's Own Unique Rules

hand to hit their next shot (if you are righty,

must use the thumb on their non-dominant
you must use your left thumb and if you are

Ball Position: A ball is considered in the fairway

lefty, you must use your right thumb) with a

as long as it comes to rest in the light green

Max Fly of 4 tiles.

colored grass after any adjustments have been
made. Hazards include trees, sand, water, cliffs,

Water: If the ball lands in the water, you take

the ridge, or any dark green grass, called the

a one-shot penalty, and place the ball at the

‘rough'. There are two options for ruling if a ball is

point where it last crossed into the water

in the hazard, (explained in the next section of the

hazard. For example, if you hit the ball in the

rules).

water on your second shot, you put the ball at
the edge where it entered the water and take a 1

Fairway: The ball lands in the fairway (light green

shot penalty, which means your next shot is

colored grass), which means the next shot does not

your 4th shot.

incur a penalty. The player can use any finger on
their next shot with no penalty with a

EXCEPTIONS - If the ball lands in a water

Max Fly of 7 tiles.

hazard off the tee shot on a Par 3, it must be
hit again from the tee with a 1 shot penalty.

Rough: A ball in the rough (dark green grass)
means you must use any finger on your non-

Note: If you hit into the water hazard and

dominant hand to hit your next shot with a

placing ball where the ball crosses hazard

Max Fly of 5 tiles.

causes it to be on the green, player must hit
again from previous spot, with one shot

Trees: If the ball lands in the trees, the player

penalty.

must use the middle finger of their non-dominant
hand for their next shot, with a

Shot

Drop

Max Fly of 3 tiles.
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Playing The Hazards
Hazards and Penalties Continued...
Cliff and Out of Bounds: A ball that lands on a cliff tile

Optional Beginner Rule:

or rolls off the board receives a one-shot penalty, and the
player must hit again from the same spot that they

Each player can take two attempts at

previously hit from (not where it went out of bounds). If a

completing the hole (from start to finish/tee to

ball is only partially off the board, it can be placed at the

hole), and they keep the lower of the two

edge of that tile and is not considered to be out of bounds.

scores.

Follow any hazard rules that may apply.
Note: There is no wind adjustment for a ball that goes out

Rules for Using Golf Club

of bounds.

For players with difficultly using fingers
The Ridge: Some tiles have a light green area with
squiggly lines, and an arrow pointing to the end of the tile.
If your ball comes to rest on this light green area, it will
'roll' down the direction of the dotted arrow; move the ball
to the tile the arrow points to. If there is no tile here, then
it is considered out of bounds.
In the illustration above, the ball would roll down into the
sand bunker tile (more on ridge on page 15).

If you have a disability or difficulty using your
fingers (or for younger players), you can hit the
ball using the cardboard clubs included in the
game.
If player hits the ball into a hazard, the player
holds the club with their non-dominant hand,
and follows the hazard's Max Fly rule.

Determining the Hazard
To determine if the ball is in a hazard or not, the silver
ball part must be in the hazard, not the plastic ring that

SPECIAL RULE IF SHOT EXCEEDS
THE HAZARD 'MAX FLY' DISTANCE

surrounds it, in order for it to incur the effects.
Terrain Determination Rule: When it is difficult to
determine which terrain the ball is in, because it may lie
directly between two terrains, players can determine the
outcome by rolling the weather die. A result of sunny
means the player chooses which terrain the ball is in and a

If a shot travels further than the tile's
Max Fly, but remains on the board, hit
next shot from previous spot with no
additional penalty shot. If shot goes off
the board, it is considered out of bounds
and the out of bounds rules apply.

result of any wind means the ball is to be played according
to the more unfavorable of the two terrains.
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Hazard Guide
Refer to this page for rules on hazard play

Fairway: A ball that lands in the fairway has no penalty - MAX FLY: 7 TILES

Rough: If the ball lands in the rough, the player must hit the next shot with any
finger on the non-dominant hand - MAX FLY: 5 TILES

Sand: If the ball lands in the sand, the player must hit the next shot using the
thumb on their non-dominant hand - MAX FLY: 4 TILES
Trees: If the ball lands in the trees, the player must hit the next shot with the
middle finger of the non-dominant hand - MAX FLY: 3 TILES

Water: If the ball lands in any water hazard, it is placed where it first crossed
into the water hazard. The player takes a one-shot penalty and hits from that
spot (if this spot is a hazard, apply the corresponding effects). EXCEPTION- if
the ball lands in a water hazard on a Par 3 off the tee-shot, it must be hit again
from the tee with a one-shot penalty. Note: When placing a ball where it crosses
the hazard, if placement causes ball to be on the green, player must hit again
from previous spot, with a one shot penalty.
Cliff: If the ball lands on the cliff, it is considered out of bounds. The player
must re-hit from the previous spot, and gets a one-shot penalty.
Ridge: If the ball lands on the light green patch with the squiggly lines, it means
the ball landed on a ridge and the ball will 'roll' in the direction of the arrow to
the adjacent tile. Place the ball where the arrow ends (the adjacent tile) and play
according to the rules of that adjacent terrain. If there is no tile there, the ball is
out of bounds and must be hit again with a one-shot penalty.
The 'NON-DOMINANT hand' is considered the left hand if the player is right-handed,
and the right hand, if the player is left-handed. Additional rules found on the hazard
reference chart.
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Pre-Designed Holes
Par 3 'Desert Hole'

A Great Way To Start!
We've included these 3 pre-designed holes to give you an idea of how you can
layout a hole.
To the left is a challenging Par 3, that you might find on a desert course. The
tee shot has to fly a long stretch of sand. The green has two ridges that roll
the ball away from the hole. Don't go too long though, or you'll land in the
water. There is no drop zone, so if you do, you'll have to re-hit from the tee
box!
PAR 3 DROP ZONE - SPECIAL RULE: On a Par-3, if your tee shot goes off
the board, on a cliff, or in the water, you must hit again from the tee box
(considered the 'drop zone') with a one-shot penalty.

Par 4 'Ridge Hole'
Avoid the ridge! (pictured to the right)
This hole has a super-tricky tee shot. You are trying to land it on a fairway
tile without catching the ridge.
In this hole, each ridge feeds to another ridge, which will take your ball all
the way to the water on the right! You are allowed to hit your next shot from
the point the ball went in the water, with a one-shot penalty.
On this hole, a
shot that lands
on the ridge will
roll all the way
into the water!
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Max Tee Shot Distance: 7 Tiles
Par 5 'The Green Monster'
You'll have to navigate a lot of danger
on this hole!
This beautiful and sprawling Par 5 will have
players pulling out the big stick and swinging as
hard as they can.
Keep in mind the 7-tile max fly rule, so tee shots
can not go more than 7 tile spaces after the tee box
tile (forward or diagonal). On this hole, 7 tiles
would land you in the water, and you don't want to
do that.
Landing your tee shot on the small fairway in front
of a water hazard requires a steady hand!. If you do,
making it in the hole on your second shot is
possible, since you can reach it from there.
The hole is surrounded by sand traps, which may
force players to hit out of the sand with an
awkward shot (using the thumb of their nondominant hand), but the hole is open to the fairway.
We recommend you use these designs to give you
the confidence to create your own. After all, a lot of
the fun of this game is being a golf course designer
and being able to make your most challenging holes
a reality.
Have fun, and take pictures with the hashtag
#TableGolfAssociation to post on social media.
We'll be periodically picking random posts to win
prizes, including merchandise and limited edition
items you won't want to miss!

Tag pictures of your hole designs with
@TableGolfAssociation for a chance to win prizes!
April 2021 for Meeple Mania Games - All Rights Reserved (C)
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Meet The Pros!
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Meet The Pros!
Golf Pros – Player Cards
These guys and gals are good!
Play like a pro! If you decide to use the Golf Pro Cards, deal one to each player at random. Players can
use the given ability only once per hole. After using the ability, flip the card face down to indicate that
it's been used for that hole.
1. Han Whu-Deani - Player can choose an ability from any of the other active pro player card. Must
announce which ability before hitting tee shot.
2. Manny Mulligan - Can take an extra shot from the Tee Box regardless of where the first shot
lands without a penalty (if playing with 'Mulligan Rule' for all players, choose another card).
3. Lucy Luckylu - A shot that lands in the trees can be moved to an adjacent rough or fairway tile.
If both terrains are adjacent, player decides which tile to put the ball on.
4. Danny Diceman - Can re-roll weather die result and spins again.
5. Donald Driver - Has a Max Fly of 8 from Tee Box or Fairway.
6. Charles Clifford - Shot in cliff follows normal placement rules, but does not suffer a 1-shot
penalty
7. Izzy Icewater - After a shot, if the ball is resting on edge of the hole, it falls in!
8. Tracy Treeson- No penalty when hitting out of the Trees (play as if on a fairway).
9. Adrian Ace- Move ball that lands on the green one ball space in any direction (even into the
hole!)
10. Wendy Waterless - Shot in water follows normal placement rules, but does not suffer a 1-shot
penalty.
11. Ralph Roughner - No penalty when hitting out of the Rough (play as if on a fairway).
12. Sean Sandleson - No penalty when hitting out of the Sand (play as if on a fairway).
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Pro Rules - Hazards
OPTIONAL RULE - If any part of ball touches
hazard (including plastic rim), it is considered
in the hazard!

4. In the Trees!
Your position determines Max Fly
When you're in the trees, your next Max Fly will be
3, 2, or 1 Tile(s) forward, depending on how far back

1. Ridge Rule

in the trees your ball is.

Chance to Stay on the Ridge

In the diagram below, you see the Max Fly distance is
based on which level of the trees your ball lies, in

You have the option to roll the

relation to the direction of where the next shot is

weather die. If the result is a 'Sun'

going. The first, second, or third row of trees and the

the ball does not roll down the

corresponding 'Max Fly' forward are indicated below

ridge. If the result is any wind, the

in red.

ball rolls according to the standard
ridge rules.

3

2. Sand Rule

3

Can't Rest your Club Before Taking Shot

2

When the ball is in a sand hazard, player cannot rest
any part of either hand or arm on the table (or tiles)

This symbol
indicates the
direction of the
next shot

2

1

1

2

3

before the shot, or suffers a one-shot penalty.

5. Water Rule

3. Cliff Rule

The Miracle Shot!

Rescue Shot!
When the ball touching the inner-edge of water
When the ball is in the light sandy area of the cliff

hazard and there is an adjacent land tile (i.e.,

indicated below in red, and there is an adjacent land tile

fairway, rough, trees or sand tile),, player rolls the

(i.e., fairway, rough, trees or sand tile), the player rolls

weather die. A result of 'Strong Wind', means the

the die. If the die result is 'Sunny', the ball is safe and

player can hit from that spot using the thumb of

can be hit from that spot with pinky on dominant hand

dominant hand, with a max fly of 3 tiles. Cannot

with a max fly of 2. Otherwise, the ball will fall into the

apply Water Rule if there is no terrain adjacent to

cliff and suffer the normal cliff penalty.

the edge the ball is touching.
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Pro Rules - Draw or Fade?

Hitting a Draw or Fade

When to Hit a Draw or a Fade

Advanced Shot Options for the Pros!

It can make a Huge Difference

After rolling your weather die result, you can decide if

There are three main reasons for attempting a fade or

you’re going to attempt a draw or a fade.

draw:
1. To counteract, or move with a strong wind

A draw moves your ball 3 ball spaces diagonally up and to

2. To shape your shot around a bend

the left. A fade moves your ball 3 ball spaces diagonally up

3. To extend the Max Fly of your shot

and to the right (denoted by the black marks on the
spinner). The direction of fade or draw is the same

You may also choose this when you don't have an ideal

regardless of whether a player is a righty or not.

shot into the green, and the additional movement can
help you get closer, or even in the hole!

To hit a draw or fade you must be on the Tee box or on a
Player selects this

fairway. If that is the case, you then announce which tile
your ball is going to land on before you hit it.

Here a player hits

tile for ball to land

a draw after

prior to hitting it.

Note: The tile you designate to land on, must also be a

rolling a weather

minimum of 4 tiles away from your current position.

die result of one
wind. The draw

If it does land anywhere on that tile, you can adjust the

moves the ball 3

ball accordingly based on your shot decision. The ball

spaces diagonally

adjustment is moved 3 spaces in the direction of the black

left, and then

mark on the spinner, in the appropriate draw or fade

moves with the

quadrant. Once you move the ball, you then make the

wind...I think it's

additional wind adjustment, if any.

in the hole!

Penalty for Failed Fade or Draw: If however, your ball
does not land on the tile you designated, then the ball will
slice (on a fade) or hook (on a draw).
Slice: (Failed Fade) The ball is moved 3 ball spaces directly
to the right.
Hook: (Failed Draw) The ball is moved 3 ball spaces
directly to the left.

NOTE: It is legal for the draw or fade to exceed the max fly
April 2021 for Meeple Mania Games - All Rights Reserved (C)
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Optional Rule
Double Max Score: If you play with this rule, it
means that the maximum a player can score on
any hole is double the total of the Par. If the hole
is a Par 3, the maximum would be 6, a Par 4, max
is 8, and Par 5, max is 10. Otherwise, without the
rule, you count all the shots until the player
makes the ball in the hole. This is a good rule to
use when you are just starting out.
TIE BREAKER RULE!
If game ends in a tie, the tied players play one
additional hole, we recommend a Par 3, and lowest
score wins. Continue until a winner is declared.

Golf Scoring Terms

A Birdie is a score of 1 under par on a hole (for example,
scoring 4 on a par 5).
An Eagle is a 2-under par on a hole.
A Double Eagle (very rare) is 3 under par (also called an
"Albatross").
A Bogey is 1 over par on a hole (scoring 6 on par 5)
A Double Bogey is 2 over par on a hole.
A Triple Bogey is 3 over par.
A Hole-In-One can only be accomplished on a ‘Par 3’ hole
and counts as 2 under Par.
To win in golf, you need to have the lowest score. Some
great golfers (most professionals), finish under Par,
meaning their score is less than 0. If you finished a round 3
under Par, your final score would be -3

TIE BREAKER RULE - If game ends in a tie, the tied players play one
additional hole, we recommend a Par 3, and lowest score wins.
Continue until a winner is declared.
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More Ways to Play

The TGA Cup: Players create teams of up to 8

Popular Golf Tournament Formats

against the other player. The player that wins

players per side. Each player plays one on one
the round gets a point for his team. If they tie,

Best Ball: Players decide on two teams. The first

each team gets 1/2 a point. The first team to 14

player takes a shot and then the teammate hits his own

1/2 points (or whatever total you decide) wins

shot. If one ball hits the other ball, you must hit your

the tournament!

next shot from the spot where the second ball comes to
rest.

Skins Game: Earn a Point per Hole
In the Skins format, you only need a minimum

For example, Player A hits his tee shot and lands in

of two players. The player that scores the

the fairway. Player B hits and hits Player A’s ball

lowest, wins one point for that hole. Players

sending it forward another space. The team must play

decide how many points will win the game prior

their next shot from the spot where Player B’s ball

to starting. For example, the first player to

comes to rest.

score 7 points wins.

If after the two balls hit, both go out of bounds, the

However, if there is any kind of tie for first

team takes a one-shot penalty and both players, hit

place, then no one wins the point (it’s called

again from the previous spot.

One Tie, All Tie). Typically, the skin (or point)
for that hole then carries over to the next hole,

If both balls are safely in play without hitting each

making it worth two skins or points. Ties

other, the team can decide from which ball they want

continue to carry over until someone wins

to hit their next shot, and both players shoot from that

outright, collecting all outstanding points.

location. This continues until one player on the team
makes the putt.
Alternating Shots: Each teammate takes turns hitting
the ball. If Player A hits the tee shot, then player B
hits the next shot, and so on until the hole is scored.
On the next hole, Player B now hits the tee shot, and
Player A would hit the second shot, and they keep
alternating tee shots on each hole.
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The TGA
Championship Trophy!

Now Here's Something to Play For!
The TGA Trophy - Register online at www.TableGolfAssociation.com to compete for prizes
in worldwide tournaments!
This is the ultimate prize, for winning the ultimate game! Show off your prize for beating your friends and make
sure you defend it the next time you play. Create a league and engrave the trophy with the winner's name. Send us
a picture hoisting your trophy and tag it with #tablegolfassociation.
FOR MORE AMAZING TROPHIES AND OFFICIAL TGA MERCHANDISE VISIT:
TABLEGOLFASSOCIATION.COM
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The Wilderness Expansion!
Only available to Kickstarter backers or order at: www.TableGolfAssociation.com

Florida Gator

Arizona Cobra

California Albatross

Minnesota Grizzly

Don't hit it in this lake!

Stay out of this sand

Look, up in the sky!

Don't poke the bear!

A shot that comes to rest

A shot that lands in

bunker!
A shot that lands in this
water hazard is eaten by

A ball that lands in this

in this fairway, is taken

this tree hazard is lost

the gator. The player

bunker is swallowed by

away by the Albatross.

to this cuddly grizzly!

takes a 2-Shot penalty,

this giant cobra! The

The Player takes a 2-Shot

The player takes a 2-

and re-hits from the

player takes a 2-Shot

penalty and re-hits from

Shot penalty and re-

previous spot.

penalty and re-hits from

the previous spot.

hits from the previous
spot.

the previous spot.

The European Expansion!

The Pot Bunker

The Babbling Brook

The Tall Grass

Bloody Hell!

These can be nasty

This stuff is

The Undulating
Green!

hazards!

treacherous!

Now that's just not fair!

down into a sandy

Snake these brooks right

Also known as fescue

You hit a great shot to

dungeon that will

across a fairway to see

grass, this stuff will

land on the green, but

take a great deal of

how many foul-mouthed

grab onto a golf club

no...the bloody ball rolls

power to get your

players you can create!

and won't let go!

another half mile down the

ball out of!

Use pinky of non-

huge ridge!

Use ring finger of

dominant hand

non-dominant hand

Max Fly 2

It's like climbing

Max Fly 1
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Watch it Played!

To see the game and rules in action, scan these QR codes
Overview Video

How to Play the Water Hazard

How to Navigate the Hazards

How to Hit a Fade (or Draw)
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Credits: This game is dedicated to the
legions of board game geeks and golf
enthusiasts that have had such a
positive impact on my life.
Teamwork: Thank you to all who
play-tested! To my sons Gavin and
Dean for never saying no when I want
to play. To Ivonne who has supported
me through every journey, and to all
of my friends and family who love to
play!
A special thank you to illustrator Rob
Terrell, for taking my idea and
designing such a beautiful game, and
to Tris Rossin for the amazing box
cover design! Also want to thank all
the fans on social media who gave us
such great feedback so we could make
improvements along the way!
Another big thank you to
videographer, Ryan Moran for the
great videos and pictures. I'm sure the
best is yet to come!
To order the game, additional
components, merchandise or
expansions please visit:
www.TableGolfAssociation.com
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